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The identification of ocean carrier is not only a traditional research subject in 
maritime law, but also a controversial issue in admiralty juridical practice and 
shipping practice. The parties, especially when disputes arise, are likely to confront 
with a puzzle as to how to identify the carrier, partly for the complexity of carriage of 
goods by sea and the multitude of parties therein, partly for the negligence and lack of 
standardization during the usage of B/L. In regard to the frame work, the inexistence 
of a uniform criterion upon the identification of ocean carrier in legislation as well as 
in practice could not be merely found domestically, while among countries, a 
consensus regarding the identification standard is also hard to reach due to the 
discrepancy of the regime. This paper, with the background of the legislation home 
and abroad together with a range of classic cases and judicial experience, is therefore 
to probe the issue of how to identify the ocean carrier and then to conclude the logic 
thereon in Chinese shipping practice. Based on the above analysis, some suggestions 
are proposed. 
This article includes four chapters besides the preface and the conclusion. 
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the issue of identification of ocean carrier. 
This chapter firstly clarifies the legal concepts involved in ocean carrier identification, 
and then it analyses the causes from various aspects. Meanwhile, the importance of 
this subject is put forward with consideration to shipping and juridical practice.  
Chapter 2 concerns the related provisions in international conventions. In 
addition to the three main laws upon B/L, i.e., Hague Rules, Hague / Visby Rules, and 
Hamburg Rules, the new regulations on carrier identification in Rotterdam Rules are 
probed and commented. 
Chapter 3 expounds the criteria as to the identification of ocean carrier. Together 
with the maritime law theories, admiralty juridical practice as well as shipping 
practice, a series of measures used frequently are presented including the 
identification according to the written contract of carriage, and identification by the 
correlated shipping documents, by the provisions on the face of B/L or on the reverse 
of B/L, and by the nature of fees thus charged by the freight forwarders, etc. Besides, 
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analysed detailedly in the forth section. 
Chapter 4 proposes the suggestions to the provisions upon the definition and 
identification of carrier in Chinese Maritime Law. Lastly, some proposals for the 
regulation of shipping conduct are set forth to the shipper, contractual shipper, freight 
forwarder enterprises, B/L producer and B/L issuer respectively, with the purpose to 
reduce the trouble during ocean carrier identification. 
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2009 年“中国制造”以出口总额 12016 亿美元首次赶超“德国制造”，成为
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